Books to Bug Out Over at the Library!

**Picture Books:**
- *beetle bop* by Allen Say
- *Homing a Thousand Fireflies* by Eve Bunting
- *The Honeybee* by Jane Bingham
- *I Love Bugs!* by Joan Marie Johnson
- *SHOO FLY!* by Paul Goble
- *The Grouchy Ladybug* by Eric Carle
- *SUPER BUGS* by Blake Hoena
- *Escargot* by Michael Kerrigan
- *DIARY OF A WORM* by Amy Krouse Rosenthal
- *How to Walk on ANT* by William Scott Westmoreland
- *In the Tall, Tall Grass* by Donald Crews
- *Hello, Little One* by Margaret Wild
- *Not a Butterfly* by Terry Fan
- *Some BUGS* by David Shannon
- *Glasswings* by Simon James
- *Waiting for Wings* by Lois Ehlert

**Nonfiction Books:**
- *Born to Be a Butterfly* by Kathi S. Ryan
- *Cicadas* by Anne Byrd
- *Crab Spider* by Steve Miller
- *Hunters* by Steve Miller
- *Super Insects* by Steve Miller
- *Ladybugs* by Steve Miller
- *What About Ladybugs?* by Steve Miller
- *A Butterfly is Patient* by Eve Bunting
- *Entomologists* by Judy M. Markle
- *Bugs in Danger* by Mad M. Stein Ancker
- *Science Around You: Bugs in the Garden* by Mary Newton
- *Smelly Stink Bugs* by Steve Miller

**Series:**
- *Ladybugs and Insects* by Steve Miller
- *Ladybirds and Insects* by Steve Miller
- *Ladybirds and Insects* by Steve Miller
- *Ladybirds and Insects* by Steve Miller

**Additional Resources:**
- CLICK HERE to discover more exciting bug books by searching our catalog!
- cat.mfrl.org

Montgomery-Floyd Regional Library
One stop, unlimited possibilities.